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1. Introduction
In theinner heliosphere, intensitiesof cosmic-ray nuclei with energiesbelow aGeV/nucleonarestrongly mod-
ulated by the interaction with the magnetic eld carried by the expanding solar wind. Consequently these
particle intensities undergo a sizable variation over the solar cycle. In order to predict the radiation environ-
ment in interplanetary space, which can present a serioushazard to astronautson long-durationmissions, it is
important to quantify and ultimately to understand thesevariations.
The Cosmic-Ray Isotope Spectrometer (CRIS) [1] on the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) mission
makes statistically precise measurements of elements from Li ( ) through Zn ( ) in the energy
range to MeV/nuc close to thepeak of thecosmic-ray energy spectrum. WehaveusedCRISdata
collected fromSeptember 1997 to June2005 to investigatecosmic-ray timevariations from solar minimum to
solar maximum and into the declining phaseof solar cycle 23. Thiswork extendsour previous investigations
of interplanetary cosmic-ray intensitiesasobservedwith CRIS [2, 3, 4].
2. Data Analysisand Results
Elemental energy spectra from CRIS areavailable from theACE ScienceCenter web site [5] on various time
bases. For this study we have used data averaged over 27-day Bartels rotations. Figure 1 shows the oxygen
intensitiesmeasuredat 8different energiesduring3different Bartelsrotations(lledsymbols). Alsoplottedare
a family of model curvesproduced by combining a leaky-box model of interstellar propagationwith asimple,
spherically-symmetric model of solar modulation. Parameters of the propagation model [6] were adjusted to
reproduce secondary-to-primary ratios (B/C, Sc+Ti+V/Fe) measured with CRIS and the high-energy spectra
measuredwith theHEAO-C2experiment [9] (openpointsin Fig. 1). Thesolar modulationcalculation includes
convection, diffusion (diffusion coefcient where is magnetic rigidity), and adiabatic deceleration
under steady-state conditions and is performed numerically using the technique of Fisk [7]. We follow the
commonpracticeof characterizing themodulation level by themodulation parameter (MV) [8]. Varying the
value of changes the rate of low-energy roll-off of the calculated spectra at 1 AU. For each value of we
calculate the deviationof themeasured spectral pointsfrom thecurve. Starting fromagrid of valueswith
a resolution of 10MV, a value isassigned to each Bartels rotation by choosing thevalue that minimizes .
Figure 2 shows the time dependence of the resulting values obtained from Bartels rotations 2241 through
2345 (September 1997 to June2005). Valuesof derived using spectraof threeabundant elements, C, O, and
Fe, are shown (values obtained from Mg and Si lie between those obtained from O and Fe). Starting from a
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Figure1. Cosmic-ray oxygen energy spectrameasured during variousBartelsrotationsusingCRIS: lled squaresñrotation
2241 (Sept. 1997), lled circlesñrotation 2274 (Feb. 2000), lled diamondsñrotation 2286 (Jan. 2001). Open points were
obtained by HEAO-C2 [9] during aperiod in 1979-80 with modulation level MV comparable to that during Bartels
rotation 2274. Curvesshow resultsof thecosmic-ray propagation andsolar modulation calculationsfor theindicated values
of themodulation parameter, . Rotations2241 and 2286 had the lowest and highest modulation levels, respectively, since
the launch of ACE.
solar minimum value of 325 MV in 1997, briey peaked at a value of approximately 1100 MV in early
2001and then declined to 900MV whereit remaineduntil early 2004. Sincethat time hasbeendecreasing
with theapproach of anew solar minimumand in early 2005 had avalueof 600MV.
3. Discussion
ACE hasprovided an essentially-continuousmonitor of cosmic-ray intensity in interplanetary space that now
extends over nearly 8 years. The ACE spacecraft and the CRIS instrument are in good health and should be
capableof extending thedataset well into thenext solar cycleand beyond. However for purposesof obtaining
a measure of the cosmic-ray modulation parameter covering times prior to the ACE launch it is of interest
to investigate correlationswith neutron monitor counting rates. Neutron monitor data records from a number
of stations cover the past 4+ solar cycles and should be continuing into the future. The left-hand panel in
Figure3 showsthecorrelation between the valuesderived from theCRISdataand thecounting ratefrom the
Climax neutronmonitor [10] averaged over full Bartels rotations. Although thegeneral correlation is evident,
there is a clear hysteresis. Over the past year as has decreased from 900 MV to 600 MV, the neutron
monitor counting rate has been at a level 4% higher than during the period when had comparable values
during rising phase of solar cycle 23. If the overall correlation with the neutron monitor ratewere to be used
to derive themodulation level, onewould havean uncertainty of at least 100MV unless thehysteresiscould
beproperly taken into account.
A similar hysteresis is observed in theCRIS data set alone, as illustrated in the right-hand panel in Figure 3.
Here the particle intensities from the lowest- and highest-energy intervals measured with CRIS are plotted
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Figure2. Timedependence of the solar modulation parameter, , derived from theenergy spectra of the elements carbon
(upper light curve), oxygen (heavy curve), and iron (lower light curve).
versusoneanother for theelementsCandO. In both casestherecovery of thehigher-energy intensity hasbeen
leading that of the lower-energy intensity.
In Figure 4 we put the observed time dependence of the cosmic-ray modulation parameter in the context of
other familiar solar-cycle dependent quantities. The panels show: (a) smoothed sunspot number, (b) Climax
neutron monitor counting rate [10], (c) themodulation parameter derived using theCRIS galactic cosmic-ray
(GCR) oxygen spectra, (d) theoccurrenceof solar energetic particle (SEP) eventsas indicated by the intensity
of 21ñ29MeV/nuc oxygen from theSolar Isotopespectrometer (SIS) on ACE, and (e) theanomalouscosmic-
ray (ACR) intensity asindicatedby the7ñ10MeV/nucoxygen intensity restricted to solar quitetimes(anACR
contribution is also seen in the time variation of the baseline in the SEP panel). When the ACR intensity is
at its lowest level the oxygen intensity shown includes signicant contamination from GCR oxygen that has
been decelerated while penetrating into the inner heliosphere. Thesingly-charged ACR oxygen (panel e) had
a magnetic rigidity 2.0 GV, which less than that of the particles measured by the Climax neutron monitor
Figure3. Left panel: correlation between modulation parameter and Climax neutron monitor counting rate [10] averaged
over full Bartelsrotations. Right panel: correlation between lowest- and highest-energy intensity pointsmeasured by CRIS
for theelementsCandO. TheO intensity on thevertical scalehasbeenmultiplied by 2 to separatethetwo curves. Symbols
distinguish time periods: lled circlesñBartels rotations 2241 to 2275 (Sept. 1997 to Apr. 2000); open circlesñrotations
2276 to 2328 (Apr. 2000 to Mar. 2004); lled diamondsñrotations 2329 to 2345 (Marx. 2004 to Jun. 2005).
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Figure4. Comparison of thesolar cycledependences of: (a) sunspot number; (b) Climax neutron monitor; (c) modulation
parameter, ; (d) SEPevent occurrence; and (e) ACR oxygen intensity. See text for details.
( 3GV) but greater than that of thehighest-energy (fully-striped)GCRoxygenused inderivingthemodulation
parameter ( 1.4GV).
The familiar delay between the sunspot cycle (panel a) and the related energetic particle signatures (panels b
through e) both during the rising and declining phases of the cycle is evident. Between the sunspot number
and the cosmic-ray modulation parameter this delay is 12ñ15 months. Following some of the large SEP
events, which are associated with fast coronal mass ejections (CMEs), one sees Forbush decreases in the
neutronmonitor rateand also accompanying increases in themodulation parameter indicating that the50ñ500
MeV/nuc GCR intensity measured by CRIS also decreased. The most evident instances of the cosmic-ray
intensity responding after a largeSEP events are in April 1998, October/November 2003, and January 2005.
During theperiod frommid-2001 through2002when therewasahigh rateof largeSEPevents, thecosmic-ray
modulation level remained relatively constant rather than undergoing a further increase. The ACR intensity
modulation, althoughof amuch larger amplitudethat of theGCRs, tracks the large-scale timevariation of the
modulation parameter rather closely, with theACR responsepossibly leading by amonth or two.
Thiswork wassupported by NASA at Caltech (grant NAG5-6912), JPL, GSFC, andWashintonUniv.
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